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The Petersen family consists of the seven graphs that can be obtained from the
Petersen Graph by Y2- and 2Y-exchanges. A splitter for a family of graphs is a
maximal 3-connected graph in the family. In this paper, a previously studied graph,
Q13, 3 , is shown to be a splitter for the set of all graphs with no Petersen family
minor. Moreover, Q13, 3 is a splitter for the family of graphs with no K6-minor, as
well as for the family of graphs with no Petersen minor.  1998 Academic Press
In this paper all graphs are assumed to be finite and simple. A graph H
is called a minor of a graph G if H can be obtained from a subgraph of G
by contracting edges. This is denoted Hm G. A simple graph with at least
4 vertices is 3-connected if it remains connected after the deletion of any
two vertices. Let y be a vertex of a graph G such that y has exactly three
distinct neighbors [a, b, c]. Let H be the graph obtained from G by
deleting y and adding a triangle on the vertices, [a, b, c]. The graph H is
said to be obtained from G by a Y2-exchange at y. The inverse operation
is called a 2Y-exchange at (abc).
The Petersen family is the set of seven graphs that can be obtained from
the Petersen graph by repeated Y2- and 2Y-exchanges. (See Fig. 1.)
A graph G is said to be linkless if there exists an embedding of G into
3-space so that it contains no non-trivial link (in the sense of knot theory).
A graph is said to be flat if it admits an embedding into 3-space such that
every circuit of the graph bounds an open disk disjoint from the graph.
Robertson et al. [3] showed that the family of flat graphs is equal to the
family of linkless graphs which, in turn, is equal to the family of graphs
with no minor isomorphic to a graph in the Petersen family.
Suppose that a graph H is obtained from a graph G by contracting the
edge with endvertices x and y (x{ y) to a new vertex w. Then G is said to
be obtained from H by splitting the vertex w into the vertices x and y.
A graph G is called a wheel if there exists a vertex v such that G"v is a
circuit and v is adjacent to every vertex of the circuit.
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Fig. 1. The seven graphs in the Petersen family.
The theory of ‘‘splitters’’ was developed by Seymour in [6] (see also
[1]). Let F be a family of graphs such that if G # F then any minor of G
is also in F. A graph G is called a splitter for F if any 3-connected
member of F that contains a G-minor must itself be isomorphic to G.
Hence the splitters of a family are the maximal 3-connected graphs that
belong to the family. Seymour states that splitters occur ‘‘only in relatively
out-of-the-way places’’ in graph theory. They are also very useful as
possible counterexamples to conjectures about the family in question and
can be considered the building blocks of the family.
The following theorem is central to the theory of splitters. It was proven
by Seymour [6] in 1980 and independently by Tan [7] in 1981.
Theorem 1 (Splitter Theorem). Let H be a 3-connected minor of a
3-connected graph G. Further, if H is a wheel, suppose that H is the largest
wheel that is a minor of G. Then there exists a chain of 3-connected graphs
H=G0m G1m } } } m Gr&1m Gr=G where for 0ir&1, Gi+1 is
obtained from Gi by adding an edge or splitting a vertex.
Given a 3-connected graph G that is not a wheel, the splitter theorem
states that G is a splitter for a family F if G # F and every 3-connected
graph obtained from G by adding an edge or splitting a vertex is not in F.
Let Q13, 3 be the graph obtained from a circuit of length 13 by adding
edges [[vi , vi+3] | 1i13], where the indices are read modulo 13. (See
Fig. 2) This graph has been studied previously in several contexts. Thomassen
[8] considered Q13, 3 in connection with vertex transitive toroidal embeddings.
Randby [2] mentions it because Q13, 3 contains no topological K5 yet it has a
3-representative embedding on the torus. Mohar and the author independently
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Fig. 2. The graph Q13, 3 .
found that the toroidal embedding found by Randby is a minimal 3-repre-
sentative toroidal embedding as a corollary to a theorem of Schrijver [5].
A 4-connected graph with no triangles is said to be Tutte-4-connected. A
graph which has a vertex, the deletion of which results in a planar graph,
is called an apex graph. Robertson [4] had conjectured that there was a
unique Tutte-4-connected graph that was not apex and had no member of
the Petersen family as a minor, namely the graph obtained by deleting a
perfect matching from K5, 5 . It turns out that Q13, 3 is a second graph of this
type. Moreover, Q13, 3 contains (K5, 5 minus a perfect matching) as a minor.
Theorem 2. The graph Q13, 3 is a splitter for the family of graphs with
no Petersen family minor.
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that Q13, 3 contains no minor
isomorphic to any of the Petersen family graphs. By the splitter theorem,
all that remains is to check that every 3-connected graph obtained from
Q13, 3 by adding an edge or splitting a vertex contains some graph in the
Petersen family as a minor.
By symmetry, there are only four nonisomorphic graphs obtained by adding
an edge to Q13, 3 . These are obtained by adding the edges [v1 , v3], [v1 , v5],
[v1 , v6], and [v1 , v7]. Similarly, there are only (up to isomorphism) three
minimal ways to split a vertex of Q13, 3 and remain 3-connected.
It turns out that each of the seven graphs which are obtained by adding
an edge to or splitting a vertex of Q13, 3 contains as minors all seven of the
graphs in the Petersen family. This can easily be checked by anyone with
sufficient patience. For example, Fig. 3 shows how (K3, 3+v) is a minor of
(Q13, 3 plus the edge [v1 , v3]) and how the Petersen graph is a minor of
(Q13, 3 with a single vertex split). In the figure on the left, the bold edges
form a subdivided K3, 3 subgraph and contracting the other vertices to a
single vertex results in a K3, 3+v graph. The bold edges in the figure on the
right form a subdivided Petersen graph. The other 47 minor inclusions can
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Fig. 3. (K3, 3+v)m(Q13, 3+e) and Petersen m(Q13, 3 with a vertex split).
be shown similarly. Thus, by the splitter theorem, any 3-connected graph
that properly contains Q13, 3 as a minor will also contain every graph in the
Petersen Family as a minor. K
Corollary 1. Let H be any graph in the Petersen family. The graph
Q13, 3 is a splitter for the family of graphs that do not contain a minor
isomorphic to H.
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